For members

Benefits of Chartering a Club

Even though multirotor clubs don’t need a traditional runway, they usually want a place to set up a racing course and leave it for practice. Read more to learn why chartering your club could make it easier to secure a flying site!

New products

New Products from ALIGN/Enterprise Hobby

We caught up with ALIGN/Enterprise Hobby at AMA Expo West 2018 to get the scoop on all of its products. Watch now to learn about the entire lineup that was on display, including a brand-new 700X nitro!

Technical

Anatomy of a Racing Quadcopter

For those who are new to racing quadcopters, the design of the aircraft might be a mystery. Read more for a detailed explanation of the anatomy of a racing quadcopter!

Education

Program Your Radio, Then Program Yourself for Flying

There is no such thing as a natural RC pilot. We all have to learn the same mental orientations as anyone else. Read more to learn how you must reprogram your brain to fly!

Our community

RIOT MultiGP International Open 2017

A warm week in August, eight separate FPV racing tracks, and 312 pilots were all a part of the event that was called history in the making. Read more to learn about the RIOT MultiGP International Open 2017.